
 
 

Access to the swimming pool is allowed during the opening hours from 08:00 am to 07:30 pm. 

The pool has a constant depth of 1m and 40cm and is without assistance to bathers. 
 

To use the outdoor swimming pool, guests are required to strictly observe the following rules: 
 

➢ The swimming pool is not equipped with assistance for bathers, it is therefore 

forbidden to use it for those who cannot swim and for minors unaccompanied by 

adults; 
 

➢ It is strictly forbidden to use the towels provided in the hotel rooms; Pool towels are 

provided by the hotel and can be collected from the pool bar during the opening 

hours of the same. Failure to return by 07:30 pm will result in a charge of € 25.00 per 

towel; 
 

➢ The pool is not equipped with changing room, is therefore appropriate to change in 

your room; 
 

➢ To access the pool it is recommended to use appropriate slippers or shoes; 
 

➢ Before entering the pool it is mandatory to take a shower in the shower located by 

the pool; 
 

➢ It is advisable to use the toilets present in the immediate vicinity of the pool; 
 

➢ It’s strictly forbidden any form of total or partial nudism; 
 

➢ It’s not allowed to enter the water in case of wounds, abrasions, lesions, or skin 

changes of a suspected infected nature; 
 

➢ It’s forbidden to run and dive: access to the pool must be done exclusively by ladder; 
 

➢ It’s forbidden the use of fins, masks and introducing floating objects, playing with balls 

and mats; 
 

➢ Children under 12 must always be accompanied by their parents and must be 

scrupulously cared for. The Management declines all responsibility; 
 

➢ Children under the age of 4 must wear a special hygienic diaper both to play out of 

the water and when entering the pool; 
 

➢ Smoking is strictly forbidden by the pool and on deck chairs, please use the smoking 

area at the bar; 
 

➢  It’s forbidden to bring drinks and food purchased outside the pool; 
 

➢ It’s forbidden to eat food on deck chairs and by the pool; 



➢ It’s forbidden to move in autonomy sunbeds and umbrellas; 
 

➢ It’s forbidden to occupy the deck chairs with towels and bags when you leave the 

pool area; 
 

➢ It’s forbidden to use the swimming pool in case of bad weather, maintenance, or 

cleaning works and outside the scheduled opening hours; 
 

➢ Customers are informed that the pool area is under video surveillance. 

 

 

The Management and the staff decline all responsibility for any theft or loss of objects 

left unattended in the pool area. 

 

The Management and the staff decline all responsibility in case of accidents, injuries, or 

other, which may happen to bathers due to imprudent behavior attributable to them. 

 

The service staff is authorized by the Management to intervene at any time to demand 

compliance with this regulation and are authorized to expel anyone who does not 

respect it. 


